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INTRODUCTION 
THE OSJSCTIVE OF THIS THESIS WAS TO DETERMINE THE LATERAL ZONATION OF 
MINERALS THAT LEO TO THE FORMATION OF TALC BY REPLACEMENT OF MARBLE IN THE 
Ruey RANQE OF SOUTHWESTERN MoNTANA. DATA WAS ACCUMULATED THROUGH THE STUDY 
OF HANO SAMPLES TAKEN DURING THE BUMMER OF 19g2 FROM AN EXPOSED OUTCROP, ANO 
FROM THIN SECTION6 MADE FROM THE HANO SAMPLES 9 THROUGH 23. THIS LED TO AN 
UNDERSTANDING OF MINERAL ZONATION PRESENT IN THE OUTCROP. 
THE HANO SAMPLES WERE TAKEN FROM A PROSPECT NORTHEAST OF TREASURE MINE 
(FIG. 2). THE PROSPECT 18 LOCATED IN THE SE 1/4,SEc. 11, T7S, R.6w, MAD-
ISON CouNTV, MoNTANA, IN THE MINE GULCH QUAORANQLE. ABOUT 40 FEET OF TALC 
IS EXPOSED IN AN OUTCROP WITH A TOTAL WIDTH OF ABOUT 120 FEET. ROCK SAMPLES 
WERE TAKEN ABOUT EVERY THREE FEET ALONG THE FACE OF THE OUTCROP, ANO ABOUT 
ONE FOOT BENEATH THE EXPOSED SURFACE. SAMPLES 13 ANO 1g PROBABLY WERE FROM 
TRANSPORTED OVERBURDEN. 
THE SAMPLES WERE STUDIED AB HANO SPECIMENS ANO IN THIN SECTIONS, WITH 
MOST OF THE EFFORT SPENT IN THIN SECTION STUDY. PARTICULAR ATTENTION WAS 
PAID TO THE ~EPLACEMENT OF MINERALS ANO THE TYPES OF METAMORPHISM THAT THEY 
UNDERWENT. 
THE SECTION ON THE EXPLORATION OF TALC MAV SE OF INTEREST TO THE READER. 
0URINQ THE SUMMER OF 19g2, THE WRITER WAS INVOLVED IN THE TESTING OF A NEW 
QEOPHVSICAL TECHNIQUE WITH THE INTENTION OF EXTENDING THE EXISTING ORE BODIES 
INTO THE OPEN QROUND. BECAUSE OPEN GROUND WAS UNAVAILABLE, A PARALLEL ANOM-
ALY ON AVAILABLE QROUND WAS ISOLATED USINQ SAMPLING QRIOS. THE TECHNIQUE MAV 
BE OF INTEREST IN THE FUTURE. 
( 1) 
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A) CHEMICAL ANO PHYSICAL PROPIRTIES 
TALC 16 A HYDRATED MAGNESIUM SILICATE WITH THE THEORETICAL rORMULA: 
THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF' NATURAL TALC, HOWEVER, IS VARIABLE. IT IS AN EX-
TREMELY SOFT MINERAL ANO IS No.1 ON MoHS SCALE OF' HARDNESS. IT VARIES IN 
COLOR FROM SNOW WHITE TO 8REENl8H GRAY ANO VARIOUS SHADES OF' GREEN. THE SPE-
CIFIC GRAVITY RANGES FROM 2.58 TO 2.8Jo TALC USUALLY 16 DERIVED AS A SECON-
DARY MINERAL BY ALTERATION OF' OTHER MAGNESIUM SILICATES SUCH AS SERPENTINE ANO 
PYROXENE. 
TALC IS A SHEET SILICATE MINERAL. IT HAS A TRIOCTAHEOAL STRUCTURE WITH 
THE OCTAHEOAL SITES IN THE LAYERS OR "SHEETS" OCCUPIED BY MAGNESIUM. CHEM-
ICALLY, PURE TALC RARELY IS rOUNO IN NATURE IN COMMERICAL QUANTITIES. PRAC-
TICALLY ALL OF' THE TALC PRODUCED 16 AN IMPURE PRODUCT. EVEN HAND-SORTED 
SELECTIVELY MINEO COSMETIC TALC CONTAINS EXTRANEOUS MINERALS. ONLY A VERY 
SMALL PERCENTAGE OF' THE WORLD RESERVES ARE "PURE" TALCo WHEN IMPURE TALC 
PRODUCTS ARE REPRESSED BY F'ROTH F'LOATION OR SIMILIAR SELECTIVE SEPARATORY 
METHODS, VERY HIGH PURfTY TALC CAN BE PRODUCED. TALC 16 CALLEO ''PURE" IF' IT 
CONTAINS ABOUT 95 PERCENT MG6 Sig 020 (OH)4. 
DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS (OTA) AND X-R~ 0~9N·(XR0) (BERG, 
1979,P.13) BOTH PROVIDE GOOD ANALYTICAL METHODS rOR IOENTl•ICATION o~ TALC 
AND MANY OF' THE IMPURITIES WITHIN TALC. A LARGE ENDOTHERMIC PEAK AT 965~C 
16 TYPICAL OF' TALC MINERAL ANALYZED BY THE OTA METHOD, THAT IS LESS THAN 95 
PERCENT PURE. 
(3) 
B) COMMERICAL PROPERTIES ANO USES 
TALC DEPOSITS CAN BE CLASSIFIED INTO FOUR CATAQORIES (BERG,1979,P.J): 
(1) STEATITE: COMPACT, MASSIVE, CRYPTOCRYSTALLINE, CAN SE SAWED, DRILLED, OR 
MACHINED TO REQUIRED SHAPES. STEATITE CONVERTS ON FIRING AT 180()°~ FOR SIX 
HOURS TO INTERLOCKING CRYSTALS OF CLl~OENSTATITE. THIS PRODUCT HAS GOOD 
ELECTRICAL INSULATING PROPERTIES. 
(2) SOFT PLATY TALC: ALTERATION PRODUCT OF SEDl~ENTARY MAGNESIUM CARBONATE 
ROCKS. CHLORITE I! COMMONLY ASSOCIATED WITH THIS TALC. THIS IS THE ~OST 
IMPORTANT TYPE OF' TALC. 
MATERIAL. 
IT POSSl9LY HAS MORE USES THAN ANY OTHER TALCOSE 
(J) TREMOLITE TALC: SOMETIMES CALLEO "HARO" TALC. IT IS MASSIVE OR LAMINATED 
ROCK COMPOSED OF VARYIN8 PERCENTAQES OF TREMOLITE, ANTHOPHLLITE, CALCITE, 
DOLOMITE, ANO SERPENTINE. IT IS CHARACTERIZED BY CALCIUM OXIDE CONTENTS OF 6 
TO 10 PERCENT. 
(4) MIXED TALC ORES: INCLUDES THEM> CALLEO "SOFT TALC", A FRIA!SLE, WHITE 
SCHISTOSE ROCK COMPOSED OF' PLATY TALC, DOLOMITE, CALCITE, SERPENTINE, AND 
SMALL AMOUNTS OF MANY OTHER MINERALS. A MIXTURE OF TALC, CHLORITE, AND DOLO-
MITE ARE COMMON IN SOME LOW-GRADE DEPOSITS. 
BECAUSE OF ITS PHYSICAL PROPERTIES, TALC HAS MANY USES. THE LARGEST 
CONSUMER OF TALC FOR DOMESTIC USE IS THE CERAMICS INDUSTRY. CERAMICS IS 
FOLLOWED BY PAINT, PAPER, PLASTICS, ROOF'INQ 1 COSMETICS, INSECTICIDES, RUBBER, 
AND A NUMBER OF' MINOR USES. TALC IS USED FOR CERAMICS BECAUSE OF' PROPERTIES 
THAT INCLUDE HIQH SPECIFIC HEAT, RESISTANCE TO ACIDS, MAQNE81A CONTENT ~LUX-
INQ AQENT, ANO LOW FIRING SHRINKAGE. HIGH GRADE STEATITE 18 USED FOR 
ELECT~ICAL, CHEMICAL, AN~ REFRACTORY PURPOSES. 
(4) 
TALC AL80 16 USED AB AN INERT EXTENDER AND FILLER IN PAINTS. THE ADDI-
TION OF TALC SLOWS THE SETTLING RATE OF PAINT, PROMOTES OURA91LITY ANO SMOOTH 
FLOW, AND AIDS IN THE DISPERSION OF PIGMENTS. TALC REPLACES SOME OF THE MORE 
EXPENSIVE PIGMENTS SUCH AS TITANIUM DIOXIDE. 
TALC 16 UTILIZED AS A LUBRICANT IN PAPER MANUFACTURE TO CONTROL PITCH 
THAT WOULD BOND TO THE EQUIPMENT AND PRODUCE BROWN SPOTS IN THE FINISHED 
PAPER. FINALLY GROUND TALC OF STEATITE QRADE OR NEAR 6TEATITE QRAOE IS USED 
IN THE PAPER INOUSTRV AS FILLERS IN THE Hl~HEST QRADES OF PAPER, ANO IT 16 
USED IN FACE POWDERS ANO PHARMACEUTICALS. 
INTERMEDIATE TO LOWER QRAOE TALC 16 USED AS AN INSECTICIDE CARRIER, AS-
PHALT FILLER, AND OUSTINQ AQENT ANO FILLER IN THE RUBIER INDUSTRY. IT IN-
CREASES THE PHYSICAL STABILITY ANO RESISTANCE TO WEATHERINQ OF ROOFING 
MATERIALS AND IT 16 USED AS A FILLER TO REDUCE THE COST OF FINISHED PLASTICS 
ANO RUBIER PRODUCTS. 
C) MtNING 1 PROCESSING ANO EXPLORATION 
TALC IS MINEO IV CONVENTIONAL METHODS OF UNOERQROUNO ANO OPEN PIT MINING. 
IN OPEN PIT MINES, THE OVERBURDEN 16 REMOVED ANO CLOSELY SPACED HOLES ARE 
DRILLED TO SAMPLE THE ORE BODY. DATA TAKEN FROM THE SAMPLES 16 USED I~ PLAN-
NING A MINING SEQUENCE FOR THE VARIOUS GRADES OF TALC. BLENDING OF THE DIF-
FERENT GRADES IS USED TO PRODUCE THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF Ml~EABLE MATERIAL. 
THE PRIMARY PROCESSING METHODS ARE IENEFICATION AND PULVERIZATION. THE 
PURITY OF THE ORE WILL DICTATE THE METHODS OF BENEFICATION. FROTH FLOTATION 
IS SUPPLEMENTED BY HIGH-INTENSITY MAGNETIC SEPARATION ON SOME TALC ORES. 
PULVERIZATION IS USED TO PRODUCE TALC OF HIGH BRIQHTNESS* ANO OF EXTREMELY 
FINE QRAIN SIZE. AFTER INITIAL PULVERIZATION IN ROLLER MILLS, THE TALC IS 
*BRIGHT~ESS 16 A MEASURE OF THE REFLECTIVITY OF THE TALC COMPARED TO AN MGO 
STANDARD. 
(5) 
FED INTO A FLUID-ENERQY MILL, WHERE IT IS PULVERIZED BY ATTRITION IN A 
CIRCULAR CHAMBER I~ WHICH EITHER COMPRESSED AIR OR STEAM PROPELS THE TALC 
PARTICLES THROUGH A CIRCULAR PATH. A CENTRAL PORT IN THE CHAMBER -ALLOWS 
THE FINER PARTICLES TO LEAVE AS THE COARSER PARTICLES TRAVEL AROUND THE 
•ERIPHERY OF THE CHAMBER. 
AFTER GEOLOGIC INVEBTIQATION, EXPLORATION FOR TALC IS DONE BY DRILL-
ING. MARSLE OUTCROPS ARE EXAMINED FOR TALC VEINS ANO 0PODS. AREAS WHERE 
THE MARBLE HAS BEEN FOLDED OR WHERE FAULTS ARE ABUNDANT ARE 8000 AREAS FOR 
TALC OCCURRENCES. DRILLING 18 USED TO PINPOINT THE AREA FOR MINING. 
STREAM SAMPLING OF THE SEDIMENTS FOR TALC IS USED IN AREAS OF THl:K FOR-
EST COVER. 
A NEW ABOVE-QROUNO GEOPHYSICAL METHOD THAT HAS PROVEN VERY EFFECTIVE 
IN TEXAS IS AN ELECTROMAGNETIC PROSPECTING DEVICE. ITS PURPOSE IS TO MEA-
SURE THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF THE TALC ANO THE 8URROUNOIN8 ROCKS. A 
CURRENT IS INDUCED IN THE EARTH av AN ALTERNATING MAGNETIC FIELD TRANSMIT-
TED THROUQH AN ANTENNA. A SECOND ftECEIVINQ ANTENNA MEASURES BOTH THE FIELD 
RECEIVED DIRECTLY FROM THC TRANSMITTER FIELD ANO THE RESISTIVITY DISTRI-
BUTION IN THE EARTH. COMPARISON OF THE AMPLITUDE AND THE PHASE DIFFERENCES 
OF THESE TWO FIELDS ALLOWS CALCULATION OF THE ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF THE 
EARTH BENEATH THE TRANSMITTER-RECEIVER PAIR. 
ALTHOUGH THE GEOPHYSICAL METHOD LEO TO THE DISCOVERY OF SOME 10 MILLION 
TONS OF TALC IN TEXAS, IT HAS NOT BEEN AS EFFECTIVE IN MoNTANAo THE REASONS 
FOR THIS INCLUDE THE LACK OF EXPERIMENTATION IN AREAS OF DIFFERING GEOLOGY, 
ANO, UNDERSTANDING OF THE EQUIPMENT. WITH FUTHER TESTIN8 1 THE INSTRUMENT 
MAY PROVE AS EFFECTIVE IN MoNTANA AS IN TEXAS. 
(6) 
OTHER GEOPHYSICAL TECHNIQUES THAT HAVE BEEN TESTED WITH SOME RELIABLE 
RESULTS ARE SELF POTENTIAL (SP) ANO RESISTIVITY METHODS. THE SP METHOD MEA-
SURES THE NATURAL, STEADY-STATE ELECTRICAL FIELD AT THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH. 
VARIATIONS OF THIS FIELD ARE CAUSED BY THE PRESENCE OF BURIED METALLIC 
MINERALS, BY SUBSURFACE HEAT OR FLUID FLOW, ANO BY CHANQES IN ROCK ANO SOIL 
CHEMISTRY ACROSS FAULTS OR CONTACTS. ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY MEASURES THE 
RE616TIVITY OF A QIVEN ROCK, RESISTIVITY THAT 16 CONTROLLED BY THE POROSITY 
OF THE ROCK ANO THE SALINITY OF ANY PORE FLUID. HleHER POROSITY ANO SALINITY 
YIELDS LOWER RESISTIVITY VALUES. THE AMOUNT OF EQUIPMENT ANO THE EXPENSE OF 
THESE TWO QEOPHYSICAL METHODS DO NOT ALLOW COVERAGE OF LARGE AREAS. 
OTHER TALC MINING DISTRICTS(~IG.j) 
, THERE ARE FIVE MAJOR TALC DISTRICTS IN THE UNITED STATES, EXCLUDING MON-
TANA: (1) CALl,.ORNIA-NEVADA, (2) NORTlt CAROLINA-GEORHA-ALABAMA, ('.3) NEW 
YORK, (4) VERMONT, ANO (5) TEXAS. THERE ARE MANV SIMILARITIES ANO DIFFER-
ENCES AMONG THE TALC-BEARING AREAS. SOME SIMILARITIES INCLUDE TALC BODIES 
THAT ARE TABULAR ANO CONCORDANT; THAT GENERALLY OCCUR IN PRECAMBRIAN ROCK 
UNITS, WITH A FEW IN ROCK UNITS NO YOUNGER THAN EARLY PALEOZOIC; ANO THAT 
THE TALC 16 A SECONDARY MINERAL FORMED "IN SITU" FROM PRE-EXISTING ROCKS 
OR FROM INTRODUCED MATERIAL, OR BOTH. 
CALIFORNIA-NEVADA 
TALC 16 FOUND IN THREE PROMINENT A"1!A6 IN SOUTHWESTERN CALIFORNIA: THE 
INYO PANAMINT RANGE, DEATH VALLEY-KINGSTON RANGE, ANO THE SILVER LAKE-YUCCA 
GROVE AREA. THE INVO PANAMINT AREA TALC 16 FOU~D ALONG FRACTURED ANO SHEARED 
ZONES, IN STEEPLY DIPPING METAOOLOMITES ANO QUARTZITES OF ORDOVICIAN ANO 
SILURIAN AGES. DOLOMITE-QUARTZITE CONTACTS CONTAIN TALCOSE ZONES DUE TO RE-
PLACEMENT BY TALC. 
IN THE DEATH VALLEY-KINGSTON RANGE, TALC 16 FOUND IN THE MIDDLE OF THE 
PRECAMBRIAN CRYSTAL SPRING, METAOOLOMITE. THE DEPOSITS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH 
A THICK OIA8ASE SILL THAT INTRUDED MILDLY METAMORPHOSED SEDIMENTARY ROCKS. 
THE SILVER LAKE-YUCCA GROVE AREA TALC OCCURS IN A FELOBPAR-DIOPSIOE 
HORNFELS WITH PRECAMBRIAN METABEOIMENTARY ROCKS. THE TALC OCCURS AS AN AL-
TERATION OF CARBONATE ROCK, MOST LIKELY DOLOMITE. 
NORTH CAROLINA-GEORGIA-ALABAMA 
IN NORTH CAROLINA, THE TALC IS MINEO IN THE MURPHY TALC DISTRICT. IT 
IS FOUND IN METASEOIMENTARY ROCKS AND IS ASSOCIATED WITH ULTRAMAFIC BODIES. 
THE HOST ROCK IS THE MURPHY MARBLE. 
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THE DEPOSITS IN GEORQIA ARE LOCATED IN MURRAY COUNTY. THE TALC IS BE-
LIEVED TO HAVE FORMED BY THE ALTERATION OF DOLOMITIC PORTIONS OF THE COHUTTA 
SCHIST OF PRECAMBRIAN AQE (OLSON,1976,P.106). 
THE MINING OF TALC IN ALABAMA 16 DONE IN TALLADEGA COUNTY. THE DEPOSITS 
OCCUR IN A CARBONATE SEQUENCE THAT LIKELY WAS CAMBR0-0RDOVICIAN IN AGE. 
NEW YORK 
THE TALC-BEARING STRATA ARE PART OF THE GRENVILLE SERIES, WHICH 16 AN 
IMPURE SILICATED METADOLOMITE. HIQH HYDROTHERMAL SOLUTIONS CHARGED WITH 
SILICA REPLACED THE CARBONATE. TALC FORMED DURING RETROGRADE METAMORPHISM 1 
AT WHICH TIME MAGNESIUM WAS AVAILABLE IN SOLUTION. MoRE THAN HALF OF THE 
NEW YORK TALC ORE IS TREMOLITE THAT WAS NOT REPLACED BY THE TALC. 
VERMONT 
THE TALC DISTRICT IN VERMONT RUNS THROUGH THE CENTRAL PART OF THE STATE. 
MOST OF THE ORIGINAL PERIDOTITE OR PYROXENITE BODIES HAVE BEEN COMPLETELY 
SERPENTINIZEO ANO IN PART ALTERED TO TALC. 
TEXAS 
TALC 16 PRESENT IN THE CENTRAL PART OF THE STATE, IN THE LLANO DISTRICT, 
ANO IN THE WESTERNMOST PART IN THE ALLAMOORE DISTRICT. TODAY THE ALLAMOORE 
DISTRICT IS THE ONLY AREA OF IMPORTANCE IN TEXAS. THE TALC THERE OCCURS IN 
PRECAMBRIAN ROCKS OF THE ALLAMOORE FORMATION. THE FORMATION CONSISTS OF 
INTERLAYER£0 LIMESTONE AND VOLCANIC ROCKS. THE ORIGIN OF THE TALC 16 FROM 
AN ALTERATION OF DOLOMITIC MARL OR MAGNESIUM RICH TUFF. 
(10) 
GEOLOQY or MONTANA TALC 
ALMOST ALL Or THE KNOWN TALC IN MoNTANA OCCURS IN PRECAMSR~AN DOLOMITIC 
MARBLE, IN THE "CHERRY CREEK BEDS". THESE METAMORPHIC ROCKS, ALONQ WITH 
ARCHEAN CNEISS, ARE KNOWN AS THE PRE-BELT METAMORPHIC ROCKS. THEY ARE TERMED 
PRE-BELT BECAUSE THEY ARE OVERLAIN BY 6EOIMENTARY ROCKS Or THE BELT SUPER-
QROUP. THE ARCHEAN GNEISS IS OVERLAIN BY THE CHERRY CREEK ROCKS. IN SOME 
CLASSlrlCATIONS, THE ARCHEAN GNEISS IS INCLUDED IN THE PONY SERIES, rOR 
EXPOSURES IN THE VICINITY Or THE TOWN Or PONY, IN THE TOBACCO ROOT MOUNTAINS. 
THE CHERRY CREEK ROCKS, WHICH INCLUDE MARBLE, MICA SCHIST, QUARTZITE, ANO 
GNEISS, WERE NAMED rOR EXPOSURES BETWEEN CHERRY CREEK ANO WIGWAM CREEK, IN THE 
GRAVELLY RANGlt. 
AGE RELATIONS ANO ROCK DISTINCTION ARE OlrrlCULT BETWEEN BEDS Or THE f"RE-
BELT METAMORPHIC ROCKS. SOME SEPARATION CAN eE DONE BASED ON AN AGGREGATE Or 
ROCK TYPES PRESENT IN A THICK EXPOSURE. IT 16 OlrrlCULT TO PUT TOGETHER A 
STRATIGRAPHI: SECTl~N, OR TO CORRELATE UNITS rROM RANGE TO RANGE, DUE TO THE 
ISOCLINAL rOLOING IN THE AREA. 
TALC USUALLY OCCURS AS LENSES ANO STRINGERS IN THE MARBLE. IT IS ASSOCI-
ATEO WITH TIQHT rOLos, rRACTURES, MARBLE BRECCIA ZONES, BEDDING PLANES, AND 
rAULTS. THESE, AS WELL AS COMPOSITIONAL ANO CHEMICAL rACTORS, ARE IMPORTANT 
T~ THE rORMATION ANO THE LOCALIZATION Or THE TALC. 
( 11) 
0RIQIN OF TALC IN MoNTANA 
THE DOLOMITIC MARBLE DOES NOT CONTAIN SUFFICIENT QUARTZ FOR THE COMPLETE 
REPLACEMENT OF DOLOMITE BY TALC. THE QUARTZ 18 A MINOR CONSTITUENT OF THE 
MARBLE. HOWEVER, METEORIC WAT~R IS THOUGHT TO HAVE DISSOLVED SILICA FROM 
OVERLYING ROCKS DURING ITS DOWNWARD MOVEMENT. HYDROTHERMAL FLUIDS FROM 
PRECAMBRl•N PLUTONS ANO POST-METAMOROHIC PEQMATITE DIKES ALSO HAVE BEEN SUG-
QESTED (OLSON,1976,P.113) AS SOURCES FOR THE S102-BEARING WATERS. HOWEVER, 
PRECAMBRIAN PLUTONS CRYSTALLIZED AFTER BOTH THE TALC ANO CHLORITE FORMED, •ND 
THUS COULD NOT HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE. THE POST-METAMORPHIC DIKES OCCUR ONLY 
RARELY IN MARBLE ANO ARE NOT FOUND IN THE VICINITY OF TALC DEPOSITS, MAKl~G 
THEM ALSO UNLIKELY SOURCES FOR THE SILICA. 
EXPERhtENTS CONDUCTED BV SLAUGHTER, KERRICK, ANO 'NALL(1975) INVOLVED THE 
REPLACEMENT OF' TREMOLITE BY TALC. OF THE THREE POSSIBLE REACTl)NS BETWEEN 
TREMOLITE ANO TALC IT WAS DETERMINED THAT THE TEMPERATURE RANQE WAS FROM 400° 
TO 575°C, ANO THE RANGE OF FLUID PRESSURE WAS FROM 1KB TO 5KB. FOR THE 
REACTION, DOLOMITE TO TALC, THE TEM~ERATURE RANGE IS SOMEWHERE BETWEEN 400° 
ANO 460°C. So, OVERALL, IT IS ESTIMATED THAT THE TALC IN THE MoNTANA OEP-
4 0 D OSITS FORMED BETWEEN 00 TO 500 CANO AT FLUIO PRESSURE LESS THAN 5KB. 
TALC 16 BELIEVED TO HAVE FORMED DURING A PERIOD OF REGIONAL METAMOR 0 HISM. 
THE METAMORPHISM WAS TO QREENSCHIST QRAOE, WHICH APPARENTLY POSTDATED AN 
AMPHIBOLITE PERIOD OF METAMORPHISM ANO PRE-DATED THE INTRUSION OF THE DIABASE 
DIKES. TALC IS CONSIDERED TO HAVE FORMED DURING RETROGRADE METAMORPHISM 
(BERG,1979,o.14) AS IT (TALC) IS OF A LOWER TEMPERATURE ASSEMBLAGE ANO WOULD 
HAVE BEEN CONVERTED TO A HIGHER ASSEMBLAGE OURINQ THE AMPHIBOLITE-QRADE META-
MORPHISM. 
( 12) 
THE TALC FORMED IN DOLOMITIC MARBLE OF PRE-BELTIAN AQE BECAUSE THE MARBLE 
LAYERS 00 NOT CONTAIN St02, OR INTERBEDS OF METAQUARTZITE, IT IS BELIEVED 
THAT THE $102 WAS INTRODUCED. TALC IN SOUTHWESTERN MoNTANA 18 BELIEVED TO 
HAVE FORMED UNDER THE FOLLOWING REACTION: 
FoR A COMPLETE REPLACEMENT OF DOLOMITE av TALC IN THIS REACTION, 32 VOLUME 
PERCENT OF QUARTZ IS NECESSARY. BECAUSE DOLOMITE 16 PRESENT AT THE DIFFERENT 
TALC LOCALITIES, QUARTZ BECOMES A LIMITING FACTOR IN THE REPLACEMENT OF 
MARBLE. THE LACK OF CALCITE IN CLOSE ASSOCIATION WITH THE TALC MAY MEAN 
THAT IT WAS "FLUSHED 11 FROM THE SYSTEM BY THE HYDROT~ERMAL FLUIDS (BERG,1979, 
P.12). THE TALC APPARENTLY FORMED BY THE ACTION OF HYDROTHERMAL FLUIDS CON-
TAINING SILICA DURING METAMORPHISM OF DOLOMITE. THE PRESENCE Or HYDROUS 
MINERALS SUCH AS CHLORITE, SERICITE, ANO SERPENTINE, FOUND NEAR THE TALC 
BODIES SUQQESTS THAT WATER PENNATRATEO THE ROCKS BEYOND THE BOUNDARIES OF THE 
TALC BODIES. 
CHLORITE 16 CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH THE TALC, ANO 13 CONSIDERED TO HAVE 
FORMED AT THE SAME TIME AS THE TALC. CHLORITE MAY HAVE FORMED FROM THE 
QUARTZOFELOSPATHIC GNEISS BY THE ADDITION OF MAGNESIUM FROM THE DOLOMITE. 
THE METASOMATISM OF DOLOMITE TO TALC HAS BEEN DATED AT 1600 M.Y. (BERG, 
1979,P.14). No TALC HAS BEEN FOUND IN DOLOMITIC FORMATION OF CAM!RIAN, 
ORDOVICIAN, ANO DEVONIAN AQE. 
(13) 
R~eY RANOE GEOLOGY 
THE RusY RANQE (Fio.4) 16 AN UPLIFTED BLOCK OF PRE-BELT METAMORPHIC 
ROCKS TRENDING N40E, WITH A WIDTH OF 10 TO 15 MILES (OLSON,1976,P.115). THE 
RuaY RANQE HAS A WESTWARD DIP OF 30 TO 70 DEGR~ES (PERRY,194S,P.4). IT IS 
SURROUNDED BY INTERMOUNTAINE BASINS PARTIALLY FILLED WITH TERTIARY SEDIMENTS. 
THE PRE-BELT ROCKS WERE SUBJECTED TO MULTIPLE PERIODS OF PRECAMBRIAN DEFORMA-
TION, WHICH PRODUCED ISOCLINAL FOLDS AND A MINERAL ·ASSEMBLAGE OF AMPHIBOLITE 
FACIES. PALEOZOIC AND YOUN8ER SEDIMENTARY ROCKS ARE EXPOSED IN THE NORTHERN 
PART OF THE RUBY RANGE WHERE THEY FLANK THE PRECAMBRIAN CORE. 
THE PRE-BELT ROCKS OF THE Ruey RANGE ARE OF THREE MAJOR UNITS (FIG.5): 
THE CHCRRY CREEK SERIES, THE DILLION GRANITE GNEIES ANO THE PRE-CHERRY CREEK 
ROCKS. THE DILLION GRANITE GNEISS IS EXPOSED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE Rusv RANGE 
ANO SEPARATES THE CHERRY CREEK ROCKS FROM THE PRE-CHERRY CREEK ROCKS. THE 
CHERRY CREEK ROCKS ARE THE MOST IMPORTAtfT AS THEY HOST THE TALC DEPOSITS. 
THE CHERRY CREEK SERIES IS AN INTENSELY METAMORPHOSED SERIES OF EARLY 
PRECAMBRIAN SCHISTS, PHYLLITES, LIOHT ANO DARK-COLORED GNEISS, AMPHIBOLITES, 
SCHISTOSE QUARTZITE, CONTAINING KYANITE, ANO SILLMANITE. THE SERIES STRIKES 
NORTHEAST PARALLEL TD THE NORTHWEST FLANK OF THE RueY RANGE, ANO 16 TRUN-
CATED TO THE NORTHWEST BY RANGE FRONT FAULTS. THE THICKNESS OF THE SERIES 
IS FOUR TO SIX THOUSAND FEET. THE SERIES IS OF SEDIMENTARY ORIGIN, AND IT 
HAS BEEN INTRUDED BY DIKES ANO SILLS, SOME OF WHICH ARE METAMORPHOSED. lso-
CLl~AL ANO OVERTURNED FOLDS ANO CRUMPLED BEDS ARE EVIDENT. THE MARBLE LAYERS 
ARE WELL-BEDDED, INDIVIDUAL LAYERS THAT ARE LIGHT GRAY IN COLOR ANO GENERALLY 
WELL EXPOSED. INDIVIDUAL QUARTZITE LAYERS IN THE CHERRY CREEK SERIES RANGE 
FROM 15 TO 1~0 FEET (0LSON,19?6,P.11g) IN THICKNESS ANO MAKE QOOO UNIT 
MARKERS. AMPHIBOLITE ANO HORNBLENDE GNEISS VARY IN THIC~NESS FROM 6 INCHES 
(14) 
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Figure4 - Mountain ranges and major roads in area of talc and chlorite occurrences in southwestern Montana. 
METAMORPHIC 
SUBDIVISION 
CHERRY 
CREEK 
GROUP 
DILLON 
QUARTZO-
FELDSPATHIC 
GNEISS 
PRE-
CHERRY 
CREEK 
ROCKS 
ULTRAMAFIC 
ROCKS 
DIABASE 
MAJOR ROCK 
TYPES PROTOLITH 
A) marble (locally A)limestone/dolomite, 
talcose} and shaly- quartose 
cote- silicate gneiss carbonate rocks 
(the latter more 
abundan I to the south) 
8) metaquartzife 
Cl amphibolite 
0) sillimanite - biotite 
gneiss and schist 
mica schist retro-
grade chlorite schist 
El iron formation 
(quartz- magnetite -
iron silicate schist) 
Fl anthophyllife 
schist 
hornblende - biotite-
garnet - microcline 
gneiss (leucocratic 
to mofic varielies} 
biotife - hornblende-
garnet gneisses 
and schists ougen 
gneiss omphibolife 
anthophyl/ile schist 
migmotite 
metoperidotite, mefa-
pyroxenite, serpen-
tinite 
several petrologic 
varieties 
B) ort ho quartzite, 
impure sandstone 
C)basic sills (flows?) 
and dikes mafic 
pyroclostics (?) 
D) pelites 
E) ferrugenous 
sediments (shallow 
marine - brackish 
water?) 
Flultrobasic intru-
sions? anatexis of 
metosedimentary rk? 
quartz - i I lite(?) silt-
stone and granitic 
derivitives 
pel ites, impure 
sandstone basic 
dikes, sills 
volcaniclostics? 
(hornblende 
gneiss) 
peridotite , 
pyroxenite 
tholeiitic basalt 
THICKNESS 
A)< Im to about 
I km Mostly a 
few tens to 
hundreds of 
meters 
B)<IOm in the 
north to 60m 
in the south 
C)<lm to a few 
hundred meters 
500m to south 
D)voriable 
LOCAL EXPOSURE 
AREA 
A) a 3-5 km wide belt along 
the western range flank, 
southwest of Spring Cr 
area east of Kephart fault 
across Ruby dam into 
Greenhorn Rg Examples 
Ruby Peak marble , 
"Regal" marble 
D)discontinuous sillimanite 
interloyers in biotite gneiss 
to the north schist belts a 
few hundred meters wide 
near Spring Cr and along 
Mine Gulch 
E)few meters to tens E) Kelly and Carter Cr 
of meters Corter Cr deposits thin units at 
deposit is I00-155m northern range tip and 
thick (folded) between Trout Cr and 
the Dillon synform 
F)05 to 20(?)m 
9 km thick, with 
substantial folding 
and interlayered 
omphibolite. 
unknown (400m 
minimum in southern 
range) 
variable 
dikes up to 6 km 
long and 100 m 
wide. 
F)scottered lenses, thin 
layers associated with 
amphibolite relict kyonite 
and staurolite along Stone 
Cr large lens al Hinch Cr 
underlies 325 km 2 
along range crest 
6 km long belt between Sage 
and Mormon Crks 25 km 2 
area centered on Moose 
Cr not present northern 
range best exposed north 
of Collonwood Cr 
scattered pods, lenses, 
boudins 
not abundant to the north 
elsewhere intruded along 
northwest - trending weakness 
directions and faults 
TYPE AREA I 
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION 
Cherry Creek type locality is east 
flank of Gravelly Rg The Group 
occurs also in the Tobacco Root, 
Highland, Greenhorn, Madison, 
Tendoy (?) Ranges (Big Snowy 
block hos Archean marbles ) 
El Copper Min oreo,S.Tobocco Rt 
Mts and Ruby Cr area, E Gravelly 
Rg al so have iron deposits 
F) Tobacco Rt Mts occurrences, 
see Vitaliono and others, 1979 
Type locality is in Blacktail R g 
near Joke Cr Found also in 
Tendoy Rg., area north of 
Armstead similar quartz- feldspar 
gneiss near Pony and in the souttiern 
Madison and Tobacco Rt Mis 
eastern Blacktail, southern Madison 
Ranges 
found 
throughout 
southwest 
Montana 
pre-Belt 
exposure 
area 
TO 1500 FEET IN THE INDIVIDUAL UNITS (0LSON.19?6,P.11S) AND ARE IMPORTANT IN 
TERMS OF THE TOTAL VOLUME OF ROCKS PRESENT. 
THE DILLION GRANITE GNEISS BEGAN AS A LARGE TABULAR INTRUSIVE BODY OF 
BATHOLITHIC PROPORTION. THE GNEISS CONSISTS MAINLY OF QUARTZOFELDSPATHIC GNE-
ISS, BUT CONTAINS PEQMATITE ANO APLITE. IT SEPARATES THE CHERRY CREEK ROCKS 
TO THE NORTHWEST FROM THE PRE-CHERRY CREEK ROCKS TO THE SOUTHWEST. THE 
GNEISS IS CONFORMABLE WITH THOSE METASFOIMENTARY ROCKS THAT IT INTRUDED. 
GRANITIZATION ANO IBOCHEMICAL METAMORPHISM ALSO HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED AS ALTER-
NATIVES FOR THE FORMATION OF THE DILLION GRANITE GNEISS. 
THE PRE-CHERRY CREEK ROCKS LIE SOUT~WEST OF THE DILLION GRANITE GNEISS. 
THE UNITS ARE BIOTITE-QUARTZ-FELOSPAR GNEISS, HORNBLENDE GNEISS, AM 0 Hl90LITE, 
SILLl~ANITE GNEISS ANO C~LORITE GNEISS. THESE ROCKS ARE CONSIDERED TO BE 
OLDER THAN THE CHERRY CREEK ROCKS BECAUSE THEY LIE STRATIQRAPHICALLV BELOW 
THEM. THEIR ORIGIN 18 BELIEVED TO HAVE SEEN AS MAFIC SILLS ANO INTRUSIVES 
BECAUSE OF THE DISCONTINUOUS NATURE OF SOME OF THE AMPHIBOLITE BODIES. THE 
PRE-CHERRY CREEK ROCKS ARE COARSE GRAINED AND BANDED. 
OTHER ROCK BODIES IN THE AREA THAT ARE WORTH MENTIONINQ INCLUDE ULTRA-
MAFIC ROCKS, GRANULITES, ANO DIABASE DIKES. THEY ARE PRESENT THROUGHOUT THE 
Ruev RANGE. THE ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS INTRUDE THE ~RE-CHERRY CREEK, THE CHERRY 
CREEK GROUP, AND THE DILLllN GRANITE GNEISS IN THE SOUTHWESTERN PART OF THC 
Ruav RANGE. ALL OF THE PRE-BELT ROCKS PLAY HOST TO THE ULTRAMAFIC ROCK BODIES 
IN THE MljOLE OF THE Ruav RANGE. THE THREE MAJOR TYPES OF ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS 
ARE METAMORPHOSED PERIDOTITE, PYROXENITE, AND SERPENTINITE. THE 9RANULlfES 
USUALLY ARE FOUND IN TERRANES UNDERLAIN av THE DILLION GRANITE GNEISS. 
IT IS THESE LOCATIONS, NEAR TWO TALC-BEARING MARBLE UNITS, THAT MAKES THE QqAN-
ULITES OF INTEREST. 
(1?) 
DIABASE DIKES ARE COMMON ALONG THE SOUTHERN TWO-THIRDS O~ THE WESTERN 
~LANK o~ THE Ruav ~ANGE. EXCEPT ~OR THE MARBLE, THE COUNTRY ROCKS WERE 
BASICALLY UNE~~ECTED av THE INTRUSION o~ THE DIKES ANO HAVE BEEN META-
MORPHOSED TO THE QREENSCHIST ~ACIES. THE DIABASE DIKES ARE THE YOUNGEST 
PRECAMBRIAN UNIT IN THE RANGE. THEV WERE EMPLACEO LATER THAN THE PHASES 
O~ SHEARING ANO RECRYSTALLIZATION THAT ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE ULTRAMA~IC 
ROCKS ANO THE OTHER PRE-BELTIAN ROCKS. 
HANO SAMPLE ANALYSIS 
HANO SAMPLES 9 THROUQH 23, SHOWN IN THE CROSS SECTION (F1a.6), WERE 
STUDIED TO IDENTIFY THE ROCKS ANO THEIR MINERALS. A PIE-DIAGRAM (FIQ.10) 
SHOWS THE OVERALL COMPOSITION OF THE HAND SAMPLES. THE LATERAL S£QUENCE, 
THAT THE SAMPLES FOLLOWED IN THE OUTCROP, WAS A MICAEOUS SCHIST WITH QUARTZ 
VIENS FOLLOWED av DOLOMITIC MAReLE ANO TALC ANO A MICAEOUS QNEISS WITH 
CHLORITIC ALTERATION. 
THE SAMPLES 9, 10, 11, ANO 12, CONTAINED AN AVEAAQE OF 75.5 PERCENT DOLO-
MITE ANO 23.5 PERCENT TALC. MINOA CONSTITUENTS CONSIST OF .08 PERCENT GRAPHITE 
ANO .02 PERCENT CALCITE. THE GRAPHITE FORMED LONQ AFTER THE TALC ANO IS OF NO 
SIGNIFICANCE IN THE FORMATION OF TALC. SOME OF THE SAMPLES SHOWED MINOR FEOx 
STAININQ. 
IN SAMPLES 13 THAOUQH 20, TALC WAS THE PRIMARY MINERAL. TALC AVERAGED 90.8 
PERCENT WITH DOLOMITE SHOWING 5.4 PERCENT. THE MINOA CONSTITUENTS ARE 1.5 PER-
CENT OF LIMONITE, ANO 1.J PERCENT OF GRAPHITE. SMALL T~ACES OF GYPSUM (SAMPLE 
15) ANO CALCITE ALSO WERE VIBl~LE. 
THE LAST SAMPLES, 21 THROUGH 23, CONTAINED LITTLE TALC ANO DOLOMITE. 
CHLORITE WAS PRESENT, •uT WAS HARO TO DISTINGUISH FROM THE TALC IN THESE 
SAMPLES. THE MAJOR CONSTITUENT WAS QUARTZ AT 45 PERCENT. OTHER MINERALS 
PRESENT INCLUDED, 30 PERCENT CHLOAITE, 10 PERCENT PLAQIOCLASE AND MINOR 
AMOUNTS OF MUSCOVITE, MAGNESITE, QRAPHITE, ANO GARNET. 
SAMPLES 1 THROUQH g SHOWED QAANETIFEROUS MICAEOUB SCHIST ANO SOME META-
DOLOSTONE. SAMPLES 24 THROUGH 27 SHOWED PHYLLIC ALTERATION ANO MYLONITIC 
ZONES. THESE 12 SAMPLES WERE NOT USED, BECAUSE ANY SIQNIFICANT CHANGES THAT 
HAD TAKEN PLACE IN THE FORMATl,N OF TALC WOULD SE NOTICEABLE IN THE SAMPLES 
9 THROUGH 23. 
(19) 
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(Fia.9) PHOTOGAAPHS SHOWING SECTIONS o~ THE OUTCROP WITH 
AMPLES 18 THROUGH 27 IN ~LACE.
E) SAMPLE SAGS 18 
THROUGH 27 
F) SAMPLE SAGS 23 
THROUQH 27 
, 02~ CAL C I TE 
.og4 GR,.PHtTE I 
75. ':ll, SAMPLES 9 TH~OUGH 12 
DOLOMITE. 
1 . J~ GRAPH I TE 
1 . 9/, l I MON I ~l"E:;.+,,,,.._.i...:..:..=. 
5.4i 
Dol.o 
SAMPLES 1, TH'ROUGH Z.0 
'51 
MAGloLES ITE 6fo ~ A"l'H I if 
Jo% 
C~LORITE. 
THIN SECTION ANALYSIS 
IN THIN SECTIONS 9 THROUQH 11• DOLOMITE WAS THE MAJOR CONSTITUENT. IT 
OCCURS IN SUBHEDRAL CRYSTAL FORM AND VARIES IN SIZE FROM .5 TO )MM. THE TALC 
IN THESE THIN SECTIONS OCCURS AS FINE A8QREQATES, SHOWINQ REPLACEMENT O~ 
THE DOLOMITIC MARBLE. MINOR AMOUNTS O~ QRAPHITE ALSO WERE NOTICEABLE. 
TALC 16 THE PRIMARY MINERAL IN THE THIN SECTIONS 12 THROUGH 20. IT 
OCCURS AS FINE AQQRECATES, REPLACING THE SUBHEORAL, DOLOMITE QRAINS. CHLOR-
ITE, IN THE FORM OF CLINOCHLORE WAS VISIBLE IN SCATTERED AMOUNTS IN THIN 
SECTIONS 14 THROUGH 17. THE CLINOCHLORE GRAINS VARIED IN SIZE FROM .5 TO 
1.5MM. MINOR AMOUNTS OF GRAPHITE, ANO LIMONITE ALSO WERE VISIBLE. 
IN THIN SECTIONS 21 THROUGH 2), A QARNETl~EROUS MICAEOUS GNEISS WAS RE-
COGNIZED WITH MAJOR AMOUNTS OF CHLORITE ANO QUARTZ. THE QUARTZ OCCURRED 
AS ROUNDED ANHEDRAL GRAINS IN VARIOUS SIZES WITH SOME OF THE GRAINS SHOWING 
DEFORMATION DUE TO STRESS. CHLORITE OCCURRED AS THE QROUNDMASS. THE FOR-
MATION OF THE CHLORITE WAS DUE TO THE MAGNESIUM BEING ADDEO TO TME ,~UART-
ZOFELDSPATHIC GNEISS. THE MOVEMENT OF MAGNESIUM FROM THE DOLOMITE TO THE 
GNEISS WAS, PROBABLY, DUE TO HYDROUS SOLUTIONS. SMALLER AMOUNTS OF FELDSPAR, 
BIOTITE, ANO GARNET WERE VISIBLE. THE ACCESSORY MINERALS VISIBLE INCLUDED 
EPIDOTE, ZIRCON, GRAPHITE, SERICITE, AND MUSCOVITE. SERICITE OCCURRED AS AN 
ALTERATION PRODUCT OF THE PLAGIOCLASE. 
MINERALS FORMING FROM HIGHER TEMPERATURES, SUCH AS TREMOLITE AND SER-
PENTINE, WERE NOT FOUND IN THE THIN SECTIONS. EVIDENCE OF THE HIGHER TEMP-
ERATURE FORMING MINERALS W9ULD HAVE BEEN HELPFUL IN THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE 
TYPE OF METAMORPHISM THAT THE TALC UNDERWENT. 
(25) 
SUMMARY 
GENERALIZATIONS CAN BE MADE ON THE ZONATIONAL CHANGES THAT OCCURRED IN 
THE FORMATION OF TALC FROM THE HANO SAMPLES AND THE THIN SECTION ANALYSIS. 
THE GENERALIZATIONS APPLV ONLY FOR THE OUTCROP FROM WHICH THESE SAMPLES WERE 
TAKEN. THE ANALYSIS OF THE ROCK ~AMPLES IN THE HANO SPECIMENS ANO THIN 
SECTIONS LEO TO THE CONCLUSION THAT THE TALC HAS REPLACED THE QUARTZ-FREE 
MAGNESITE-BEARING MARBLE. THIS DOES NOT MEAN T~AT THE ONLY PLACE TALC WILL 
BE FOUND IS IN THE DOLOMITIO MARBLE. HOWEVER, IT DOES MEAN THE TALC CAN BE 
FOUND IN THE MARBLE. 
THE FORMATION OF TALC WAS DEPENDENT ON FACTORS, SUCH AS PARENT ROCK 1 
PRESENCE OF QUARTZ, WATER, AND TEMPERATURE. IN TERMS OF TEMPE~ATURE, IT 
WOULD BE LIKELY THE FORMATION OF TALC WOULD HAVE TAKEN PLACE UNDER LOW 
TEMPERATURES OF 500°C. DOLOMITE 16 STABLE UNDER A RANGE OF TEMPERATURES. 
IT WILL NOT REACT IN THE ABSENCE OF QUARTZ UNTIL THE TEMPERATURE REACHES 
AN EXCESS OF ?G6°C. WITH THE PRESENCE OF QUARTZ, DOLOMITE WILL REACT TO 
FORM TALC AT A LOWER TEMPERATURE. BECAUSE IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT QUARTZ 
WAS INTRODUCED INTO THC DOLOMITE BY HYDROUS 60LUTl~N6 1 A LOW FORMING TEMP-
ERATURE WOULD BE LIKELY. ALSO, NO HIQHER TEMPERATURE MINERALS WERE FOUND, 
MAKING THE FORMATION OF TALC UNDER A LOWER TEMPERATURE POSSJ~LE. 
ALTHOUGH A NUM8ER OF REACTIONS ARE POSSIBLE FOR THE TALC FORMATION, THE 
FOLLOWING REACTl3N SEEMS THE MOST LIKELY: 
EVEN THOUQH A LARGE AMOUNT OF CALCITE WAS FORMED IN THE REACTION, LITTLE 
WAS VISIBLE IN THE THIN SECTIONS OR HANO SAMPLES. THIS EVIDENCE MAY SUP-
PORT THE THEORY THAT THE CALCITE WAS FLUSHED DOWNWARD BY HYDROTHERMAL SOLUTIONS. 
'(26) 
THE CHLORITE FOUND IN THE T~IN SECTIONS PROBABLY FORMED av THE REPLACEMENT 
OF THE QUARTZOFELDSPATHIC GNEISS WITHIN WHICH IT 16 FOUND. THE HYDROUS SOLU-
TIONS MOVED QUARTZ INTO THE DOLOMITE FOR THE FORMATION OF TALC 9 ANO .AT THE 
BAME TIME ALLOWED FOR THE MOVEMENT OF MAGNESIUM FROM THE DOLOMITE TO THE 
QUARTZOFELDSPATHI: GNEISS FOR THE FORMATION OF CHLORITE. 
THE QUESTION REMAINS AS TO THE TVPE OF METAMORPHISM THAT THE TALC UNDERWENT. 
IF THE TALC HAO UNDERGONE A RETROGRADE METAMORPHISM, TRACES OF HIGHER TEMPERATURE 
MINERALS PROBABLY WOULD HAVE REMAINED IN THE THIN SECTIONS. A COMPLETE 
REPLACEMENT OF THE HIGHER TEMPERATURE MINERALS SUCH AS TAEMOLITE av TALC IS 
NOT LIKELY. A POSSIBILITY IS THAT, WATER ANO C02-BEARINQ 8ASES COULD HAVE 
BEEN INTRODUCED ALONG FRACTURES ANO SHEAR ZONES AFTER THE TEMPERATURES OF 
RETROGRADE METAMORPHISM HAO SUBSIDED, ALLOWING FOR THE TALC TO FCNIM. TALC 
DOES OCCUR ALONG SUCH ZONES IN SOUTHWESTERN MONTANA. 
BECAUSE HIGHER TEMPERATURE MINERALS ARE NOT EVIDENT, A PROQRAOE METAMORPHIC 
EVENT SEEMS TO BE THE BEST POSSIBILITY FOR THE TALC FORMATION. WITH T~E 
TEMPERATURES PROBABLY PROCEEDING FROM LOW TO HIGH, THE TALC WOULD HAVE OCCUR-
RED IN HTE QREENSCHIST FACIES DURING REGIONAL METAMORPHISM. THE THEORV OF 
TALC FORMING DURING THE PERIOD OF REGIONAL METAMOR~H.8M OF Tl-fE eREENSCHIST 
GRADE, WHICH POSTDATED THE AMPHIBOLITE AND PREDATED THE INTRUSION OF THE DIA-
BASE OIWES (OLSON,1976,P.112), WOULD SEEM TO EXPLAIN THE TYPE OF METAMORPHISM 
THAT LEO TO THE FORMATION OF TALCo THE FORMATION OF TALC I~ OTHER DISTRICTS 
IN THE UNITED STATES 16 av RETR09RADE METAMORP~IBM. 
(27) 
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""'PENDIX I 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ROCK SAM~LES ANO THIN SECTIONS 
(30) 
ION OF RocK SPECIMCN, 
SAMf'LE No. _.2_ _ _ _
HANO SPECIMEN DEGCRIPTION: 
MASSIVE, MEDIUM-GRAINED YELLON-GREEN DOLOMITE CONTAINING FROM 
30 TO 40%TALC AND .5 TO 1 .5% GRAPHITE,
Y- --- ---- --- ----· -·THIN SECTION STUDV-SUM�AR : 
DOLOMITE GRAINS SHOW ANHEDRAL FORM, TALC IS SUBHEDRAL AND CAN BE SEEN 
REPLACING THE DOLOMIT�. ALSO, THERE IS A SMALL AMOUNT OF GRAPHITE. 
THIN SECTION ST�-M1NERALocv, __ TcxTuRE, GRAIN SHAPcs:
DOLOMITE (60%) SUBHEDRAL GRAINS AVERAGING FROM .5MM TO 2.5MM IN 
SIZE. 
TALC (35%) SuSHEDRAL GRAlNS RANGING FROM VERY SMALL TO 1.5wM, 
,�CCESSOR I ES (5%) 
GRAPH I TE 
----- ----- -··--· -- -- - - --- .. - ------
WEATHERING ANn ALTERATION Pnooucrs:
INTRODUCED(GECONOARY)PRODUCTS 
ROCK NAME.: 
(31)
DESCRIPTION OF RocK SPECIMEN, 
SAMPL E r-xo. _'LQ __ _ _ 
Hl\WJ SPEcMEN DESCRIPTION: -
MASSIVE, MEDIUM-GRAINED YELLOWISH-GREEN DOLOMITE WITH 10 
TO 15� TALC AND SO�E MINOR TRACES OF CALCITE. THE CALCITE WAS 
ONLY FOUND ON ONE OF THE ROCK s�ECIMENS IN THIS SAM�LE 8AG. 
UNTIL THE THIN SECTION IS LOOKE':l AT, IT MAY HAVE NO B'.::ARING IN 
THIS SAM 0 LE. 
THIN SccTION STuov-SuM�ARv: -- ---- -- -·· ----- --- · ·-
DOLOMITE GRAl�JS SHO'IJING SU:'HRDR/',L FORM AN') R::PLACEMENT BY 
TALC, TALC IS OCCURRING AS AGGREGATES, THE GRA�HITc IS AGAIN 
PRESENT IN A SMALL AMOUNT. 
TIH tJ Sc GT I ON S TU..Q!_-r,, ltH:R l,L.0 GY 1. TEXTURE 1 _GRAIN SHAr' ES:
IALC (?"<�V . I AGGREGATE STKUCTURE. TALC IS RE�LACING TnE 
Jo. o· ·1 T- ("C""' ) L. ... ;_ <' -;) . 3UGHE':lRAL CRYSTAL FORM, THE GRAINS VARY IN SIZE FRO� 
• 5H','.i TO 2. OM\<.
� 8 C;: ci 3 0 R I ES ( 5� ) 
'?RA 0'H I TE 
--- --- ---·------- -- --··-- -- ------ ------
'VEATH[RING ANn ALTERATION PRooucrs: 
I NTHO DUCE rJ ( G ECON 1)ARV) PRO DUCTS 
ROCK NAME ------ -·- -- - ----- --- --
(32)
f)rscR I PT I ON OF RocK SPEC I MCN, 
SA�PLE �o. 11 
HANO Srcc1Mn� DcscP.IPTION: ·- ... 
MASSIVE, M:::DIUM-GRAINEC YELLONl5H-GREEN DOLOf/lTC: . 1IT,, 25
TO )J ,1 TALC, 
THIN SECTION 3TUDY-3UM�ARY: -- ---· -- - - ·-·- --·--· --
10LO�ITE GRAINS SHOWING ANHEDRAL ANO SU3HE�RAL CRvSTAL 
FORM, TA�C OCCURRING IN Fl�� AGGREGATES, 
VISl3Li.. IN S�ALL AMOUNTS, 
TH IN Sr:cT I ON Sr�-t,l I Ntr1,1 OGY , .
. Tr.xTuRE ,.
_.
GnA IN SHM'CS:
10LOMITi.. (701) Sue�C�R�� 
FRO� ,5 TC 2.0��.
GRAINS �ITH T�E GRAIN SIZE RANGING 
TALC (25�) AGGREGATE STRUCTURE 
GRAF',, I Ti.. 
---- ------ ------�-·---··- -·-- - -·-·-
W[ATHERING ANn ALTERATION Pnooucrs:
INTROOUCE�(GECONOARY)PRODUCTS 
ROCK NAME 
(33)
f)rscR I l'T I ON OF ROCK Si> CC I M[N, 
S11\1PLE No. 12 ---
!l11NJJ Gt'ECH1!N DESCRIPTION:
� 
0
ASS I VE, M[D I u'VI-GRA I NE.G LI Ge" T-GREEN ,)OLQr,1 I Ti::. '.'VI Tel 
JC TO J51 TALC. 
THIN SccTION 3Tuov-SuM�IIRv: -- -- - ·--- - ----- --·--· ·-· 
TH� TALC OCCURS AS FINE AGGREGATES T�AT HAVE SOME TY�E OF 
PARALLEL ORIENTATION. JOLOMITE SHOWS SU9HEDR�L FORM WITH 
THE TALC REPLACING TH� OOLOYITl. THE OUTLINES OF THE �OL­
OM I TE CAN BE SEEN AS T,.;E TALC RE0 LACC:S IT. GRA"H I TE AW> 
CHLORITE ARE ALSO VISILILE. 
TtH N Sr:::T I o�Sr_��r-i I NEPl,L�, .I.r:>:.!,URE._LfRA IN SHA nm:
TALC (651) AGGREGATE STRUCTURE 
JOLO�ITE (251) Sus�EDRAL GRAINS VARYING FRO� .5 TO 2.0M�
IN Sl:'.E. 
CHLORITE (5�) CLl�OCHLORE IS THE TYPE OF CHLORITE VISIBLE. 
IT OCCURS AS TABULAR ANG �LONGATED GRAINS. THE SIZE VARIES FRO� 
.5MM TO 1.5MM. 
AccESSOR I cs (y!) 
GRA"HITE 
-------
WEATHERING ANn ALTERATION PnonucrG; 
INTHODUCEo(sccONOARY)PRODllCTS 
RocK NAME 
(34) 
------·-·· - -- - - -··-- · -
DrscRIPTION oF RocK SPECIMCN. 
8M1PLE l\;o. _ _jJ __ _ 
llANIJ SrECll\1 N DESCRIPTION: - ----- - ·  
MASSIVE, F"INE GRAINED, LIG>-iT-GREEN TALC WITH 5 TO 1'."J�
DOLOMITE, 1 .0 TO 2.01 GRA�HITE ANO SOME MINOR FE0x 
STAINING. 
THIN SccTION 3Tuov-SuM�ARY: 
THE THIN SECTION IS MOSTLY TALC REPLACING THE DOLOMITE. 
THE DOLOMITC GRAINS ARE S_CTIONS OF" SUBHEDRAL GRAINS 
THAT HAVE NOT BEEN COM�LETELY RE?LACEO BY TALC. SOME 
GRA�HITE IS ALSO 0 RESENT. 
THIN Sr.cTION 3Tu�-fvlltJEPt,Locv, TtXTURE , __ GnAIN SHA"CS:
TALC (90�) AGGREGATE STRUCTURE HAVING REPLACED THE DOLOMITE 
90LOMITE (t�) PARTS OF" THE SUBHEORAL GRAINS HAVE NOT BEEN 
REPLACED BY THE TALC 
,\ccESSORIES (24 ) 
GRA"HITF: 
----·------- ----·--· ---· -- --- -----
WEATH[RING ANn ALTERATION Pnooucrs:
INTRODUCEo(sccONOARY)PRODUCTS 
ROCK NAM[ _________ . , . 
(35) 
-----·- ---·--·-- -
r.lFSCRIPTION OF RocK Sr>CCIMCN, 
SA,1Pt.E �o. _tq _ _ _
IIAN'l :,r[CIMIN r)r!lCHl''TION: -- --- - ·-·-··· .. -----·- - . 
MASSIVE, FINE GRAINED, LIGHT-GREC:I\J TALC WITH 10 TO 15� 
DOLO�ITE, ANO 1.0 TO 2.0� LIMONITE. 
THIN SECTION 3TUDV-3UMMARY: -- --- -- -- --- --- . -
ThE TALC OCCURS AS FINE AGGREGATES, WHICH REPLACED THE OOLOMITE. 
THE DOLOMITE VARl�S IN SIZE FROM .5MM TO 1.5MM AND OCC0�S AS 
sue�EDRAL GRAINe. CHLORITE SHOWS TA3ULAR STRUCTURE WITH 
GRAIN SIZE FROM .5 TO 1 ,)MM. LIMON I TE IS MINOR, 
TH IN Sr:cT to�S_!_�-M I N(Rl,L25'.:..'.!:.,. lE�URE._, ___ Q_nA IN GHA"[S:
TALC (80() �INE AGGREGATE STRUCTURE THAT HAS REPLACED THE 
DJLOMITE, 
DOLOMITE (10() 8UBHEDRAL GRAINS THAT HAVE BEEN PARTIALLY 
REDLACED BY TALC, 
CHLORITE (51) IT SHOWS TABULAR FORM WITH THE SIZE VARYING FROM 
,5MM TO 1,)MM, fT IS OF THE VARIETY, CLINOCHLORE. 
J\ccESSOf� 1 ES (5�) 
LIMCNITE-GRAIN SIZE VARl�S FROM .2MM TO ,5MM, 
-------- -- ------------· - ---·--· 
WEATHERING ANn ALTERATION Pnooucrs:
fNTROOUCED(SECON�ARY)rRODUCTS 
Roe� NAMc 
(36)
[)rscRlf'TIOt~ OF ROCK SPtCIMCN, 
~A\1PL.E l\'o. --- ~~----
'~SSIVE, FINE GRAINED, LIGhT-GREEN TALC WITH 2 TO 
GRA~HITE, 1 TO 21 GRAPHITE, J TO 5~ GYPSvM, AND 2 
,<f J., CALCITE. 
THIN StCTION 3TUOV-SUMMARY: 
---- ----" -- ---------· -· 
,. ,1 
·+ 
TO 
THE THIN SECTION SHOWS SLICK AND SLl~E FAULT GOUGES. 
THERE IS A VARIETY OF HIGH ~IREFRINGENCE COLORS. CuT-
LINES OF SUBH:ORAL GRAINS OF DOLOMITE THAT HAVE BEEN 
PARTIALITY OR cov.~LETELY RE~LACED BY TALC ARE VISIBLE. 
TH I ~~ilfN ·~.2t1'JPftJcrf1-.L.l\:Mv f'L~@xt\l~ct ~L~RA IN SHAr'ES; 
TALC (90~) OCCURS AS FINE AGGREGAT~S AND A Ri 0 LACEMENT 
FOR THE OOLO~ITE. 
10LOMITE (5~) PARTS OF THE GR~INS WITH SUBHEDRAL OUTLINES 
31 O~ REPLACEMENT BY TALC. 
CHLORITE (3~) CLINOCHLORE IS ~rESCNT. 
Fi<OM ·.5',;M TO 1MM • 
. \ C C ES SOR I E S ( Jc; ) 
IT VARIES IN SIZE 
SRA "HITE-AVERAGE SIZE OF GRAINS IS .~MM. 
LIMONITE-GRAINS v~rv FROM .2MM TO .5MM. 
--------- ------- ·------ -----
'VEATHERING ANn ALTERATION PRODUCTS: 
INTROOUCED(SECONl1ARY)r-RODUCTS 
RocK NAME: 
(37) 
rJrSCRJf'TJON OF ROCK SPECIMCN, 
S/\\1Pt. E ~,o. 16 
ll I\ N r, Sr• r: C I MI. N_ Dr:!~ CH I "T I ON : 
VASSIVE, FINE GRAINED, GRECN TALC WITY J TO 5~ 
GRA~HITE AND 1 TO 21 LIMONITE. 
THIN SECTION Sruov-SuM~ARv: 
- --- --------------· -
TALC OCCURS AS FINE AGGREGATES. CHLCRITl IS 0-·RESC:I\T IN SMll.:_;_ 
AMOUNTS IN TABULAR AND ELONGATED GRAINS. THERE IS ALSO A 
SMALL AMOUNT OF LIMONITE AN'.J GRAFHITE 0 RES[NT. 
TALC (901) OCCURS AS FINE AGGREGATES 
CHLORITE (5~) CLINOC~LORE IS ~RESE~T IN TA2ULAR AND ELONGATln 
GRAINS RANGING I~ SIZE FROM .2MM TO 1MM. 
AccEssoi:i I ES (Y") 
GRA~HITE-GRAIN Sl7E FRO~ .2MM TC .)MM. 
LIMONITE-GRAIN SIZE VARIES FROM .5Mv TO 1 .0MM. 
--------- ··------------ -- --- ·-·-··-
'~[ATHERING ANn ALTERATION Pnooucrs: 
INTRODUCED(GCCONnARY)f'RODUCTS 
ROCK NAME 
----------··-- ·-------- --· 
DrscRIPTION OF RocK SrtclMCN. 
S11"1PL E ~o. ___ 17 ___ _ 
f>'ASSIVE, Fl,~E GRAINC:::) 1 GRC::EN TALC •.VITH ) TO 5'~ 
DOLO~ITC AND 1 TO 2~ LIVONITE. 
THIN ~CCTION Sruov-~uM~ARY: 
--··--· ···- -- -------···--· ·-
TALC IS 7HE MAJOR CON3TITUENT OCCUR~l~G AS FINE AGG~EGATE3. 
:HLOFITE IS ~RESENT IN SMALL AMO~NTS. LIMO~ITE IS ALSO VISlcLr 
IN THE THIN SECTION IN SMALL -MOUNTS. 
CHLO"ll, 31zc VARIATION FROV .5MY TO 1MM. 
~R~l~S ARE TA~ULAR IN FOR~. 
-~~ --- ·-- (ri"'~ r'\ v C ~ ~ :;> 0 R I t:. :_-, ...,, :. ; 
CccuRs AS 
LIMONITC-SIZE RANGE F~OM .2vM TO .s~M O~ G~Al\3. 
---------·----------·-·-- ---- ·----·---
'YEATHERING ANn ALTERATION Pnonucrs: 
INTRODUCED(GCCONOARY)rnooucrs 
(39) 
DrscRf PTION Of" RocK Sr,r:c1Mr:N. 
1111w, Srr:Cll\11 N_ ')csCHl~TION: 
''ASSIVE, f"INE GRAINED, LIGHT GRETN TA'...C 'NIT'-1 2 TO 1:1 
Ll~ONITE AND 2 TO h1 GRADHITE. SOME ~OLOMITE ~AE 
VISIBLE, BUT THE 0 1ECES OF ROCK CONTAINING THESE SMALL 
AMOUNTG OF DOL0'1ITE COU!...0 HAVE c -::EN O'JT Of" LACE. 
THIN Sr:cTION STuov-3uM~ARY: 
----- ---- --·------··--. 
TALC OCCURS AS FINE AGGREGATES. SMALL AMO~NTS OF OOLOMIT~ T'1~T 
ARt VIGIBLE AND SHO . .' .,E-0 LACC:'V:LNT BY r;. __ c. ':)M[ GRA:-,q,::::. AND 
Ll~ONITE ARE VISl9LE. 
TALC (90~) OCCURS AS f"INE AGGREGATES. 1EPLACES TY~ OOLO~ITE, 
( A DcLOMITE 5~) RANGE8 I~ SIZE FROM .5MM TO 2,5M~. 1us~EO?A'... 
GRAINS HAVE BEEN PA~TIALLY RE~LACED 3Y TALC, SOME GR~~HITE ANJ 
LIMONITE ARE VISIBLE. 
t..ccc:SSOR I r:s (51) 
LIMO~ITE-.2 TO ,JAM IN G~AIN SIZE 
8RA~YITE-,2MM IN AVERAGE GRAI~ SIZE 
----------
'VEATHERING ANn ALTERATION Pnonucrs: 
INTRODUCED(GECON~ARY)PROOUCTS 
ROCK NAME 
(40) 
DFSCRIJ>TION OF" ~OCK Sr'ECIMCN, 
<"' ~, 
.Jll.'1PL E •\Oo _1_~t __ _ 
1111.N~ ~rcc1M1N Drr:cBt•'TION: 
r•ASSIVE, FINE GRAINED, LIGHT"'.GlREEN TALC NITH 1'.) TO 15<1 
DOLOMITE. 
TALC OCCURS AS FINE JGGREGATES. ~OLOMITE ALSO IS VISl~LE 
UITH TH~ GRAINS VARYING IN SIZE FROM .5MM TO 1 .5MM. 
TALC (9:~) CccuRS AS FINE AGG~~GATES. 
~CLOMITE (10d) GRAIN SIZE FROM .5 TO 1 .5MM. CUTLINLS C~ 
SUBHE,RAL GRAl~S ARE VISIBLE. 
-------------------------- --- ------- ---------------- - ----
'VEATHERING AND ALTERATION Pnooucrs: 
INTRODUCEa(GECONOARY)rRODUCTS 
~OCK NAME 
(41) 
OrscRtrTtON OF RocK Srcc1McN. 
f>M1PLE l\'o. ___ _;?0...__ _ 
lll'IN'1 :,r[CIMI 1\1 f")r:::c1qr-TION: 
-----·-- ·- - --------
') A SS I V E , F I N E GR A I N C:) , L I G HT - GR E EN TA L C W I TH 5 TO 1 C 4 
DOLO~ITE, 2 TO J1 GRA~HITE, AN~ 1 TO 21 LIMCNITE. 
THIN _SCCTION STUDY-SUMMARY: 
TALC OCCURS AG FINE MGGREGATL~. ~LATES OF CAREONATES 
SHO~ CLOSE ASSOCIATION ~ITH QUARTZ GRAINS. THE CARBO~\TE 
G~AINS ARE DOLOMITE, SOME LIMONITE ANJ JRA'rllTE ARE AL3~ 
Vl&lc3L.C:. 
TH IN SECT IO_~sr.~-M I NERl,L.OCY ,_ .Ic~~R£L.G~A IN SHAPES: 
TALC (~5~) OccuR: AS FINE AGGREGATES. 
DOLOMITE (5~) GRAl~S RANGE IN SIZE FROM .5MM TO 
SO~E SLIErlEC~AL GRAIN OUTLINES CAN EE GECN. 
• 5rvn.-1, 
QUARTZ (51) GRAINS ARE ANHEDRAL IN CRYSTAL FORM. THE 
GRAINS AVEP\GE 1Mv IN SIZE. 
t, CCESSOR I C:S (5'1 ) 
~RA~HITE-SIZE RANGE FROM .2MM TO .JMM. 
LIMONITE-GRAINS VARV FROM ,JMM TO ,5MM, 
-------- ----------------------
·~EATHERING AND ALTERATION Pnooucrs: 
INTRODUCED(GECONDARY)PRODUCTS 
ROCK NAME 
(42) 
nrscRIPTION OF RocK SPECIMEN, 
S/\•,1P1.E t\'o. 21 
~EDIUM-GRAINED DARK CRAY OR GREEN CHLCRITE CONTAINING 
20 TO 254 GUARTZ, 5 TO 184 FELDS.,ARS AND U0 TO J~ 
GRA"'HITE. 
THIN _SccTION Sruov-SuM~ARY: 
LARGE ANHEDRAL QUARTZ GRAINS ARE VISIBLE. THE FELDS~ARS 
ARE HIGHLY ALTERED. ]IOTITE IS SUBHECRAL WITH NO 
S 0 EClclC ORIENTATION. 
8IOTITE (5d) 3U8HEDRAL GRAINS RANGING IN SIZE FRO~ 
• 5MM TO 1 M'~. 
c:'ELDSPAR (10~) '.J1.JBHEclRAL GRA 11\S VARY I c,G F"RO'~ .1 TO 21v:. 
IN GRAl~J SIZE. 
CHLORITE (50d; GROUNDMASS 
QUARTZ (J04 ) qOUNDED ANHEDRAL GRAINS BETWEEN .5 TO 1M~ 
I I\: SIZE. 
Accc:ssoRIES (54:: 
GRA~HITE-.2 TO .5MM IN GRAIN SIZE 
ZIRCON-TRACES OF GRAINS .1 TO .2MM IN SIZE 
r:-Pli)CTE-.1 TO .2Mr,1 IN GRAIN SIZE. VISIBLE 
IN SOME OF THE QUARTZ GRAINS. 
----- -------------------------- ----- --------- ------ ----
'YEATHERING AN~ ALTERATION Pnonucrs: 
INTRODUCE~(sccoNnARY)PRODUCTS 
ROCK NflME 
(43) 
8rSCRIPTION OF ROCK SPCCIMCN, 
HAN') Sr Ee I ~ffN DES CR I "'TI ON: 
·----·- -
~'EDIUM GR .... INED, DARK GRAY MICAEOUS GNEISS WITH 
QUARTZ. 
THIN SECTION 3ruov-3uMMARY: 
"-. C.'J 
~UARTZ GRAINS ARE ELONGATE'J. 8IOTITE SHOWS ~~EFERREC ORIENTA-
TION, 0 ARALLEL TO THE QUARTZ. PLAGIOCLASE, WHICH SHOWS LAMELLAE, 
ARE ANHEDRAL ANJ SOME SERICITE ALTERATION CAN BE SEE~. 
THIN Sr:cTION Sruov-MINERM.ooY,_ TrxTuRr., GRAIN GHAr>rs: 
8IOTITE (12~) GRAINS SHON PREFERRED ORIENTATIO~. TrlEY ARE ANHEDRAI. 
TO SUBHEORAL IN CRYSTAL FORM, 8RAIN SIZE VARIES FROM .5 TO 1MI/, 
GARNET (15~) GRAINS ARE ANHEORAL WITH SOME INCLUSIONS, THE AVERAGE 
SIZE IS 1MM. THE GRAINS ARE DOIKIOBLASICALLV 1 ENCLOSING THE QUARTZ. 
PLAGIOCLASE (~1) GRhlNS ARE ANHEDRAL ~ITH SOME SERICITE A~TERATION, 
THE GRAIN SIZE VARIES FROM .5 TO 1MM, 
:uA1TZ (32~) VARIOUS GRAIN SIZES. GRAINS ARE ANHEDRAL IN FORM. 
CHLORITE (271) AGGREGATED GROUNDMAS3 
t. CC E SS O R I E: . ., ( 6~ ) 
"uSCOVITE-SMALL GRAIN SIZES 
:=1gcoN-.1 TO .2MM IN GRAIN SIZE 
SERICITE-ALTERATICN OF PLAGIOCLA5E 
----·--- -----·------···· --- ------ --------·- ---·-·- -·-··---
'VEATHERING AND ALTERATION PRonucrs: SERICITE ALTERED FRO~ P~AGIOCLASE 
INTROOUCED(GECONOARV)PRODUCTS 
ROCK NAME ~ICA GNEISS 
(44) 
QrscRIPTION OF ROCK SPECIMEN, 
SM1PLE No. -~J---
llAN'J SrEc11111·N DESCRIPTION: 
'~EDIUM GRAINED, MICACEOUS GNEISS WITH h5 TO 50"1, 
QUARTZ, 5 TO 101 BIOTITE, AND 2 TO 5~ GRAPHITE. 
I.f."'~S-~£!.ION :3TUDV-".:;uM'AARY: 
POLYCRYSTALLINE QUARTZ GRAINS ARE ,<OUNDF.D. SOM[ OF THE PLAG-
IOCLASE SHOW TWIN LAMELLAE WHICH HAVE BEEN DESTROYED. 5IOTITE 
IS SUBHEDRAL SHOWING NO SPECIFIC ORIENTATION. THE GROUN~MA~S IC 
ChLORITE. 
THIN Si::cTtON Sr~-r.ltNEPt,1.0GY, Trxrunr, r,ntdN SHM'ES: 
8IOTITE (10~) AVERAGE GRAIN SIZE •J TO 1MM. GRAINS ARE MOSTLY 
SUSHEDRA~. 
~LAGIOCLASE (20~) ~~ST GRAINS ARE BETWEEN .5 AND 1MM IN SIZE. 
GRAINS ARE MOSTLY ANHEDRAL. 
QUARTZ (JO~) ANHEDRAL GRAINS WITH VARIOUS SIZES RANGING FROM 
.4MM TO 1 .5MM. SOME GRAl~S SHOW DEFORMATION DUE: TO STRESS. 
8HLORITE (25~) AGGREGATED GROUNDMASS 
GARNET (10A) ~QUANT, AN~EDRAL GRAINS WIT• INCLUSIONS. VARIATIO~ 
IN GRAIN SIZES. 
t._ccESSORIES (5".:.) 
• 'uscov I TE 
SERICllE-ALTERATION OF PLAGIOCLASE 
----------------· - - ----· .. - -- ------- ------·- ·--------- ---
~EATH[RING AND ALTERATION Pnooucrs: SERITIZATION OF 0 LAGIOCLASE 
INTRODUCED(GCCONOARY)PRODUCTS 
RocK NAME _____ -L'..l.£A GNE I ss ____ _ 
(45) 
APPENDIX II 
GUIDES TO THE OCCURRENCES or ~NTANA TALC 
(46) 
GUIDES TO THE OCCURRENCE O~ TALC 
FoR A GOOD UNDERSTANDING OP THE OCCURRENCE o~ TALC IN MotfTANA, THE POL-
LOWING POINTS ARE IMPORTANT. THESE GUIDELINES WERE QUOTED TO OLSON (OLSON, 
1976,P.1)9) BV A. 0KUMA {1971). 
"A) ALL O~ THE COMMERICAL TALC DEPOSITS ARE INTIMATELY A889CIA'TED WtTH THE 
MARBLE UNITS. DoLOMITE MARBLES BEEM TO 8E A PREQUISITE ~OR THE PCR-
MATION OP HIGH QUALITY TALC IN THE Ruev RANQE. 
e) THE TALC QENERALLY OCCURS IN AREAS OP STRUCTURAL WEAKNESS, SUCH AREAS 
BEING MARKED BY PAULTING, BRECCIATION, SILICIPICATION, ANO IN MANY 
CASES, RECRYSTALLIZATION. 
c) THE TALC DEPOSITS ARE RELATED TO THE PRESENCE OP INTRUSIVE ROCKS, 
PROBABLY ~p GRANITIC OR OTHER COMPOSITION, PROM WHICH THEY OBTAINED 
THEIR SUPPLY o~ HYDROTHERMAL SOLUTIONS. To SGME DEGREE THE NEARNESS 
TO THE DILLION GRANITE GNEIES ESPECIALLY OP THE OLIVE-GRAV VARIETY 
MAV BE A USEPUL GUIDELINE POR PROSPECTING. 
D) AREAS OP RETROGRADE METAMORPHISM ,.....y BE OP SPECIAL IIGNIPICANCE IN 
TALC PROSPECTINe." 
